
Wallpaper of the Woods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes: Begin the presentation by giving a visual description of Wolf Lichen as “Wallpaper of the Woods.” Introduce the species name.Transcript: When walking through coniferous forests of the Sierra Nevada, you may have seen views like this.. Pine tree branches and trunks covered in a bright-green furry-looking coating. Many refer to this wallpaper of the woods as moss, but this splash of color is actually called Wolf Lichen, Letharia vulpina. 



Wolf Lichen
Letharia vulpina

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes: Pass around some samples of Wolf Lichen, paper, and pens and tell the audience to make observations using their senses and write them down on the paper. After a couple minutes, collect the papers and read the characteristics that were identified. Explain the characteristics that can help identify Wolf Lichen as a Fruticose Lichen.Transcript: I’m going to pass around a couple samples and some paper. Observe the sample using your senses of physical touch and sight. Write down these observations on the paper and I will come around to collect them in a couple minutes. (once you have collected the papers, read off the observations). Looking at your observations, I can see that many of us agree that this species is bright green to yellow, dry, and coarse to the touch. Wolf Lichen is shrubby and densely branched, which are physical characteristics that tell us it is a Fruticose Lichen.



Historical Uses

• Wolf Lichen contains 
vulpinic acid, poisonous to 
wolves and foxes

• Europeans ground up Wolf 
Lichen to coat meat and 
glass to kill these 
creatures

• Native Americans used 
ground up Wolf Lichen to 
coat arrowheads when 
hunting game 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes: Discuss the history of human uses of Wolf Lichen. Begin by connecting the name of the species to its toxic properties and historical use by Europeans. Explain that the toxins were an advantage to Native Americans for hunting purposes.Transcript: While there are thousands of species of Lichen across the globe, this Fruticose Lichen, Wolf Lichen, is unique in its history of human uses. This species contains a toxic chemical, vulpinic acid, which creates the bright green to yellow coloration you observed. Europeans would use this toxin to their advantage by grinding up Wolf Lichen and coating meat or mixing the powder with broken glass to poison foxes and wolves. This wolf-poison inspired its common name, Wolf Lichen. The adaptive and land-reliant Native Americans used this superpower to their advantage by coating arrowheads with ground Wolf Lichen for killing game.



Symbiotic Relationship

Fungi + Algae = Lichen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes: Discuss the species unique symbiotic relationship regarding algae and fungi. Explain the benefits each bring to each other and how this impacts the species ability to survive in particular habitats.Transcript: Lichen is unique in that it’s not one, but two organisms. It is the product of a symbiotic relationship between algae and fungus. The algae in Lichen photosynthesize to produce carbohydrates, which the fungi use to grow and reproduce. The fungi in Lichen provide existence where algae cannot normally survive. The fungus helps store water and nutrients so these normally water-dependent organisms can survive in dry, sunny climates like the Sierra Nevadas.



Habitat and Air Quality

• Wolf Lichen absorbs 
everything: air, water, 
nutrients, and even toxins 
through their cortex

• The species can only 
survive in geographic 
areas will pristine air 
quality

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes: Transition to discussing how habitat and pristine air quality are related to the biological processes of Wolf Lichen.Transcript: You’ll find Wolf Lichen around the Sierra Nevadas and other pristine natural spaces or wilderness areas because this species requires clean air, free from high levels of air pollution to grow and thrive. Wolf Lichen absorbs everything: air, water, nutrients, and even toxins; through their cortex. This is why you will not see this species in areas like cities with high concentrations of air pollution. 



Substrates

• Lichen lives on substrates 
that allow for slow and 
long growth

• Wolf Lichen grows around 
coniferous tree trunks and 
branches

• Wolf Lichen thrives in 
areas with higher-levels of 
precipitation and partial 
shade

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes: Discuss the substrates of Wolf Lichen: coniferous trees in the Sierra Nevadas.Transcript: Wolf Lichen typically grows around coniferous tree trunks and branches, and areas with higher-levels of precipitation and shaded sides provide an environment for the species to thrive. These natural substrates, such as Red Firs and Jeffrey Pines, provide stable surfaces for the long, slow-growing process of Wolf Lichen.



Reproduction

• Despite the species green coloration, Wolf 
Lichen does not photosynthesize and relies 
on both partners of the symbiotic 
relationship (fungi and algae) for 
reproduction

• The fungal cells produce spores which 
surround the algal cells

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes: Point out how the “wallpaper of the woods” is a result of an ideal environment and the reproductive strategy of Wolf Lichen.Transcript: Sometimes, it may appear as if the Wolf Lichen has taken over the substrates in particular areas. This is a result of ideal growing conditions and the species reproductive process. The dominant partner, the fungal component, produces spores which surround the algal cells, to reproduce. Each partner, the fungus and algae, need the other to grow. In areas where reproduction is abundant, Wolf Lichen earns its role as the wallpaper of the woods.
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